EAST OF ENGLAND CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
Saturday 11th July 2015
Judge: Mr J. Daltrey

BEST OF BREED
SH CH GREENBAYHILL BLACK TUXEDO

BEST PUPPY IN BREED
STRANFAER SOLITAIRE

DCC  SH CH GREENBAYHILL BLACK TUXEDO (MR & MRS R DOUGLAS)
RDCC  SH CH BRANCHALWOOD TAMDHU OF DAICHEIL JW SHCM (MR A & MRS A LAIRD)
BCC  BALLYRIVER BAND OF GOLD (MRS V & MS L GOLDBERG & KEIGHT)
RBCC  BITCON ON SUISSE WITH MADISON (MRS V & MS L GOLDBERG & KEIGHT)
BOB  SH CH GREENBAYHILL BLACK TUXEDO (MR & MRS R DOUGLAS)
BP  STRANFAER SOLITAIRE (MRS K & MR D JOYCE)

Junior - Dog
Entries: 7 Absentees: 1
1ST  CANDILIZ BLACK ADMIRAL FOR CLANDRIFT JW (MRS V BOWEN)
2ND  GLOI DUBH FINGAL JW (MS E J & DR L WALKER & ROBERTS)
3RD  GHILGRANGE CRUSADER PRINCE (MR J J W & MRS C KELLY)
RES  KULAWAND INTUITION AT MANDAMAY (MR D WILMHURST)
VHC  KANDYMAL METAMORPHOSIS FOR LINDCOLY (MR C J & MRS L M SAICH)

Yearling - Dog
Entries: 4 Absentees: 0
1ST  ALMANZA FINAL IMPACT (IMP SWE) (MRS K ARMSTRONG)
2ND  GHILGRANGE CRUSADER PRINCE (MR J J W & MRS C KELLY)
3RD  KANDYMAL METAMORPHOSIS FOR LINDCOLY (MR C J & MRS L M SAICH)
RES  BRANCHALWOOD STRATHEARN OF DAICHEIL (AI) (MR A & MRS A LAIRD)

Graduate - Dog
Entries: 5 Absentees: 0
1ST  GLOI DUBH FINGAL JW (MS E J & DR L WALKER & ROBERTS)
2ND  SEAHEART ARCHIBALD OF DAICHEIL (MR A & MRS A LAIRD)
3RD  CHARMING MELVIN OASIS OF PEACE (IMP CZ) JW (MRS G & MRS J JACOBS & HOLMES)
RES CASTLEROCK FIRST GLANCE (MISS C SMITH)
VHC GAYPLUME CLEARLY COMICAL (MRS A M GULBIS)

Post Graduate - Dog
Entries: 6 Absentees: 0

1ST COVELLY'S ARCTIC LOON OF SEAHEART JW (IMP CH) (MISS G SMITHERMAN)
2ND GEMSWIN NITES IN WHITE SATIN (MRS G & MRS J JACOBS & HOLMES)
3RD POLGARA A NEW DAY AT MIDNIGHT (MISS H BRIGHT)
RES KINGSISLA GLEN URQUHART (MR M C & MRS F A MAYNE)
VHC GAYPLUME CAPTAIN CORKER (MR CLARKE)

Limit - Dog
Entries: 11 Absentees: 2

1ST DOWNSTREAM FAIR AND SQUARE FOR BURPHAM JW SHCM (MRS L M STRUDWICK)
2ND JARVO JEWEL OF THE LAKE (MISS V M SULLIVAN)
3RD KULAWAND KONQUISTADOR JW (MR & MRS R S & MRS P LANE & LANE-RIDYARD)
RES HALLBENT OCTOBER TOCCATA (MR B & MRS G BROADBENT)
VHC MAIJEROND BLACK MAGIC OF SAWBROOK (MR & MRS E FISHER)

Open - Dog
Entries: 7 Absentees: 0

1ST SH CH GREENBAYHILL BLACK TUXEDO (MR & MRS R DOUGLAS)
2ND SH CH BRANCHALWOOD TAMDHU OF DAICHEIL JW SHCM (MR A & MRS A LAIRD)
3RD BRIGADIER MASTER FOR ZABIEKABI SHCM (MISS S & MR N & MRS R WHITAKER)
RES CULMQUILL MAKIN' WHOOPEE (MRS E A BROOK)
VHC CASTLEROCK MAGIC'S STAKE ON CLEARFIELD (MR T & MRS C WHITMORE)

Minor Puppy - Bitch
Entries: 1 Absentees: 0

1ST STRANFAER SOLITAIRE (MRS K & MR D JOYCE)

Puppy - Bitch
Entries: 2 Absentees: 0

1ST BITCON CAREFREE (MRS K ARMSTRONG)
2ND TORINMILL GAEIC AURORA (MISS E A BRANSCOMBE)

Junior - Bitch
Entries: 5 Absentees: 2
1ST  CANDILIZ PINK LADY (MISS C WELLS)

2ND  YONSAFF VIENNA BY HOPEVALLEY (MRS M E ROMEO-DIESTE)

3RD  ESINED FEATHERTAIL (MRS D BEESON)

**Yearling - Bitch**
Entries: 6 Absentees: 0

1ST  BITCON ON SUISSE WITH MADISON (MRS V & MS L GOLDBERG & KEIGHT)

2ND  CANDILIZ PINK LADY (MISS C WELLS)

3RD  PAJANBECK LADY IN RED AT RAVENSJAIS (MR & MRS J P COLEMAN)

RES  DARK DEVOTION ZUCCESS HIP ZONE AT TREVORSILK (IMP NLD) (MR & MRS T J TREVOR)

VHC  ISLSTROM TANERA AT HAZELMERE (MR S G & MISS E WISBEY & EATON)

**Graduate - Bitch**
Entries: 7 Absentees: 0

1ST  GLOI DUBH ERISKAY JW (MS E J & DR L WALKER & ROBERTS)

2ND  MISS VENUS AT ZABIEKABI (MISS S & MR N & MRS R WHITAKER)

3RD  WISTASTON LOVEBIRD (MISS G & MRS S WILLIAMS & GOODWIN)

RES  CANDILIZ PINK LADY (MISS C WELLS)

VHC  BYEWAYS COOL DANCER (MRS C R & MR P HINTON & BROWN)

**Post Graduate - Bitch**
Entries: 10 Absentees: 1

1ST  GLOI DUBH ENCHANTRESS JW (MS E J & DR L WALKER & ROBERTS)

2ND  STORMWATCH BORN TO FLY TO HALLBENT (IMP) (MRS P & MR D STANLEY)

3RD  ARAMINTA GLASS AT GAYPLUME (MRS H C MURRAY)

RES  LORNABBEL FANCY FREE (MISS C TAPPENDEN)

VHC  AVENING LOVELY LADY (MRS P LYNOTT)

**Limit - Bitch**
Entries: 10 Absentees: 1

1ST  STRANFAER LUCY LOCKET JW (MRS K & MR D JOYCE)

2ND  DOWNSTREAM FAIT ACCOMPLI JW (MS B JOHNSON)

3RD  CASBLAIDD QUEEN BEE AT WAVERTON JW (MR D G & MRS B M HUTCHISON)

RES  GAYPLUME TICKLED PINK (MRS H C MURRAY)

VHC  LIZZLOG ANNIE GET YOUR GUN JW (MRS L WALKER)

**Open - Bitch**
Entries: 6 Absentees: 1

1ST  BALLYRIVER BAND OF GOLD (MRS V & MS L GOLDBERG & KEIGHT)
2ND  SH CH DOWNSTREAM POETIC LICENCE JW (MS B JOHNSON)
3RD  GAYPLUME EBRON FLOW SHCM (MRS H C MURRAY)
RES  LIZZLOG KISS AND TELL JW (MRS L WALKER)
VHC  GEMSWIN LILY THE PINK JW (MISS C WELLS)